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NEWS DIGEST
Officials debate  
seat belt bill

CONCORD – A manda-
tory seat belt bill is reviving 
familiar debates about safe-
ty versus personal freedom 
in New Hampshire.

While current state 
law requires those under 
18 to wear seat belts, 
New Hampshire is the 
only state that doesn’t 
make adults buckle up. 
Lawmakers have repeat-
edly rejected joining other 
states, but Rep. Mary Jane 
Mulligan, a Democrat, is 
trying again this year with 
a new a bill.

At a public hearing 
Tuesday, opponents argued 
that a mandatory seat 
belt law would infringe on 
their personal freedoms.

Democratic Rep. Tim 
Horrigan of Durham, a 
co-sponsor, said critics are 
misapplying the state’s 
‘Live Free or Die” motto, 
and in this case, it’s “Live 
Free and Die.”

Shaheen, Hassan 
help secure funds

CONCORD – New 
Hampshire Sens. Jeanne 
Shaheen and Maggie Has-
san say they have helped 
to secure an agreement to 
provide an additional $6 
billion to respond to the 
national opioid epidemic 
over the next two years.

The Democratic sena-
tors said Wednesday they 
also received assurances 
that the opioid funding 
formula will be improved 
to prioritize states like 
New Hampshire with 
high mortality rates from 
overdoses.

The senators have been 
participating in bipartisan 
negotiations as part of 
a group called the Com-
mon Sense Caucus, where 
they’ve been advocating 
for additional opioid fund-
ing and a change in the 
federal funding formula.

Last year, the two 
helped introduce a bill that 
would change how federal 
agencies determine grant 
funding for Fiscal Year 
2018 to prioritize states 
like New Hampshire and 
West Virginia, which have 
the highest mortality rates 
from opioid overdoses in 
the nation.

Police come to aid 
of impaled dog

BRENTWOOD – Police 
say two New Hampshire 
officers came to the aid of a 
German shepherd that im-
paled itself on a metal fence.

Police in Brentwood 
say the owner was trying 
to free the dog, named 
Bruno, without success 
Saturday. It wasn’t imme-
diately known how the dog 
became impaled.

Officers Jared Arsenault 
and Kenneth Gauthier ar-
rived and helped free Bru-
no, then took the animal to 
a veterinary hospital.

Bruno underwent 
surgery and is expected to 
be OK. The police depart-
ment posted photos of him 
on Facebook.

State accepting 
nominations

CONCORD – The New 
Hampshire Department 
of Education is accepting 
nominations for the 2019 
Teacher of the Year.

The nomination should 
be made no later than 
Feb. 16 to ensure that the 
nominated teacher is given 
enough time to thoroughly 
prepare an application.

A Teacher of the Year 
candidate should be an 
exceptionally dedicated, 
knowledgeable, and skilled 
person from any state-ap-
proved or accredited school, 
pre-kindergarten through 
12th grade. The teacher has 
to be certified in the state, 
demonstrate leadership and 
intend to continue in the 
teaching profession.

Nominations can be 
made by contacting Lori 
Kincaid, teacher of the 
year coordinator, at 603-
271-6646 or Lori.Kincaid@
doe.nh.gov.
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The first giant slalom race in the United States was in Tuckerman’s Ravine on April 4, 1937. Dick Durrance changed the course at 
the last minute to the right gully due to recent avalanche activity as seen in the two paths that appear at center.

Rich History
N.H. the birthplace of American skiing 

– an unbroken lineage of Olympians
“Snow helps strip away the 

things that don’t matter. It 
leaves us thinking of little else 
but the greatness of nature, the 
place of our souls within it, and 
the dazzling whiteness that 
lies ahead.” – Charlie English

The Opening Ceremonies 
for the Pyeongchang Winter 
Olympics in South Korea will 
take place Friday evening – 
and the drama begins! The 
Winter Olympics are far more 
exciting, because of the speed 
and danger of winter sports 
and also because the Winter 
Games are staged on the cliffs 
and palisades of the most 
beautiful mountainsides on 
earth.  

Many people may not real-
ize that New Hampshire is 
the birthplace and cradle of 
American skiing and boasts a 
long connection to the Winter 
Olympics. Every aspect of 
American skiing was invented 
and cultivated here in the 
Granite State – in Berlin, 
Sugar Hill and Hanover, home 
of Dartmouth College – where 
my father grew up immersed 
in skiing at a time when it was 
just coming of age.

 Dartmouth can boast a long, 
unbroken lineage of Olympi-

ans since John Carleton, ’22, 
competed in cross-country 
in the first Winter Games in 
Chamonix, France, in 1924 – as 
“downhill” skiing had not yet 
been invented. 

I grew up with magical 
stories about the invention of 
the sport through my dad who 
ate, slept and breathed skiing 
as he lived next door to, wor-
shipped and skied with the two 
American-born Dartmouth 
Olympians who competed 
in the 1936 Winter Olympics 
in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 
Germany – Warren Chivers, 
’38 and Richard “Dick” Dur-
rance, ’39.  

D. QUINCY WHITNEY
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The Richard Taft Racing Trail at Cannon Mountain – the first 
downhill skill trail in the country cut specifically for skiing. The 
first ski trails were treacherously narrow. The Taft became a 
favorite because of its width and pitch.

Many people may not realize that New Hampshire is the birthplace and cradle of American 
skiing and boasts a long connection to the Winter Olympics. 
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